Gingerbread Turkey Cookies
INGREDIENTS: (makes about 32 cookies)
One box of Anna’s Swedish Thins in whatever flavor you like best
One box of mini Nilla Wafers
One bag of Wiltons Candy Melts in dark chocolate
1/4 bag of Wilton’s candy melts in blue, white and orange
3 small zip-top bags
Toothpicks
Just a few Wilton’s candy melts in red.
Candy eyeballs (2 for each cookie)
DIRECTIONS:
Unwrap Anna’s cookies and Nilla wafers and place in small bowls for easy reach.
Lay a piece of parchment paper on your countertop.
Place dark chocolate candy melts in a large bowl, and blue, white and orange melts each in their own smaller bowls.
Melt all candy melts (except red) in the microwave (30 second increments, stirring between, until melted and smooth).
Carefully spoon the blue, white, and red melts into individual zip-top bags, zip them shut, and clip a small corner off the bottom of the bag with scissors.
Place these warm bags of melts on a warm plate, and cover with a warm towel (to prevent them from hardening up while you
use them).
Place one Ginger Thin in the dark chocolate melts- top down. Turn it over with a fork (covering both sides with chocolate),
and then lift it up on the fork and tap the fork against a side of the bowl to allow excess chocolate to drip off cookie. Slide
covered cookie off fork and onto parchment paper.
Pipe a line of white melts around the top edge of the cookie- almost in a circle. Then pipe a blue line inside the white, and an
orange inside of that.
Use a toothpick to pull the lines of color to the lower center of the cookie, pulling in along the lines of the cookie’s scalloped
edge.
Place a mini Nilla Wafer on the bottom center of cookie.
Note: Only do one to two cookies at a time. You want the dark chocolate on the cookie to still be soft when you pull your
lines of color in. If your bowl of dark chocolate begins to cool and harden, just pop it back in the microwave for 30 seconds.
After all cookies are decorated and all have a Nilla Wafer placed, glue eyes on by using a little of the left-over white melts and
a toothpick. Dab a little of the melts on the back of an eye and then press it onto the Nilla Wafer.
Add a few red melts to your orange ones and re-melt for the beaks. Use a toothpick to draw little beaks on each bird.
Enjoy!
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